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BEASTS

by Aurin Squire
Pictured left to right:
Walter Belenky, Lisa Dring,
Matt Orduña, Mildred Marie
Langford, Carlton Byrd,
Chaz Hodges and
Keiana Richard.
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Play “Beasts” Touches on Issues Beyond Homelessness
By Kayan Tara ’20, Theatre and English Double Major
A staged reading of the first act of the play
“Beasts,” written by Aurin Squire, was performed in
the Von der Ahe Family Suite at Hannon Library on
January 30. A compelling story about a community
of people experiencing homelessness was one of the
several events held for CSJ Center’s 2019 Symposium.
Set in Palo Alto California, “Beasts” explores
a group of people living in tents who have been
given a 3-day eviction notice and so must find a new
encampment before the government bulldozes their
current tent site. The group, Collaborative Artists Bloc,
performed the staged reading with energy, passion
and heart.
Through the characters – Getty, a former army
soldier who runs the tent city, his wife Simone,

…the audience is brought into a
world of complex and compelling
people struggling with the
realities of homelessness.

Taurus, an ex con who runs the camp’s security, Berg,
a junkie who plays the drums for money and several
other characters – the audience is brought into a
world of complex and compelling people struggling
with the realities of homelessness.
The first act begins with their discovery that
they are going to be evicted from their current
campsite, “Camp Hell.” While the play deals with the
serious issue of homelessness, it is a story told in a
funny, creative and engaging manner. The characters
playwright, Aurin Squire, presents them as more than
their homelessness, they are regular people dealing
with universal issues such as relationships, loss, family
and money.
While there are several perceptions of
homelessness, “Beasts” is a work of fiction that depicts
scenarios based on real experiences that often occur
for those dealing with the issue of homelessness. The
theme that is most poignant and moving in “Beasts”
is the sense of community that is formed in this tent
continued on page 2

November 2, 2019
2:00 pm, Murphy Hall
Hidden Heroes Recognition
Reception
Dunning Courtyard
SAVE THE DATE
2020 CSJ Center
Symposium

FEBRUARY 4-6

The theme for the symposium
is technology and ethics.
Brainstorming sessions
have surfaced such
topics as:
technology and community
- democracy, self, AI, the
arts,faith, early childhood,
young adults, warfare
transhumanism,
and more.
Look for details in Fall ’19
February 22 & 23, 2020
2:00 pm, Murphy Hall
Voices of Justice Performances
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continued from page 1

While the play deals with the
serious issue of homelessness,
it is a story told in a funny,
creative and engaging manner.
city, where daily routines are created among
people who form strong bonds with one
another.

Aurin Squire is an award-winning
playwright, screenwriter and reporter. He
is the recipient of the Lila Acheson Wallace
Playwright Fellowship at The Juilliard School
and the 2014 Lecomte du Nouy Prize from
Lincoln Center.
“These are vibrant, and complex people
who have pieced together a life,” Squire notes

in the script for the play. “There is humor and
vitality amidst the hunger, loss and betrayal.”

“There is humor and vitality
amidst the hunger, loss and
betrayal.”

Causes of Homelessness - Pictured left to right: Denise Smith, Rachel Goldberg, David Snow, Peter Lynn and Rebecca Sager

CSJ CENTER 2019 SYMPOSIUM
LIVING ON THE EDGE: Causes, Consequences and Actions
By Maryrose Hopke ’74 Alum
This three-day symposium Living on
the Edge: CAUSES, CONSEQUENCES AND
ACTIONS spotlighted many of the facets
surrounding the increase of homelessness
in today’s society and provided insights into
what can be done from the spiritual, mental
and physical perspectives.
In the sessions I attended I learned
the complexity of the issues surrounding
the homeless problem which is currently
becoming a true crisis, specifically in
Southern California.
There were three areas that stood out
for me - the economic impact, the diversity

of the homeless population and what is being
done to help.
In the session, Causes of
Homelessness, Peter Lynn, Executive
Director, The Los Angeles Homeless Services
Authority, brought to light that the present
rise in homelessness is predominantly
caused by the current economy. California
is one of the most difficult states in which
to live. There is a huge lack of affordable
housing. Job growth is up 3% yet rent
increases are up by 32%. The increase in
homelessness from 2016-2017 rose 14%. With
the burden of increasing costs of rent and

basic living expenses such as food, clothing,
transportation and healthcare, a person can
barely keep a roof over their head even if
they have a job. If the rent cannot be paid
people are evicted and out on the street –
individuals are literally one paycheck away
from being homeless.
In the session How Do We Give Back
Our Homeless Brothers and Sisters Their
Dignity? Practical and Compassionate
Suggestions. Gina Marie Seriel, Founder
& CEO, Our Father’s Table, shared the
integrated care necessary to assist a person
in the process of regaining a sense of self-
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In the session, Steps Out of
Homelessness moderator John Paul
Martinez, Campus Minister of Regional
Services at LMU, began by pointing out that
“Pope Francis urges us to create a culture of
encounter. We must go out and encounter
worth. The stereotype of a homeless person
each person and treat them as children of
as an older man - dirty, scary, addicted
God.” John Maceri, Chief Executive Officer
to drugs or alcohol, mentally unfit and a
of The People Concern, described how his
criminal is only true in a few cases. The
organization helps as a resource, assisting
percentage is small. The vast majority of
with issues such as
transitional housing,
transportation and
employment. Here again,
the main goal of all
these organizations is
to provide a foundation
of support and care so
the people are no longer
homeless and can live
and work independently.
At the end of
the symposium I was
overwhelmed with the
reality of how diverse the
Food Insecurity on College Campuses: Pictured left to right: Daniel Tamm, Jodi Finkel,
Brooke Duplantier and Jeanne Ortiz
homeless community
is. I had not realized
homeless now fall into a wide range of
the enormity of the problem – they are our
categories. There are families, single moms
neighbors. At times their plight is more
with children, students, those who live in
obvious because they are out on the street
their cars, people who have been evicted or

California is one of the most
difficult states in which to live…
The increase in homelessness
from 2016-2017 rose 14%.

lost their jobs, veterans,
ex-cons and LGBTQ teens
who have been cast out
of their homes – all part
of this diverse group.
Many of them hide their
homelessness due to
pride or shame. There
are various organizations
that address the needs of
the homeless community.
Several were highlighted
in this presentation: The
Illumination Foundation
provides wrap-around
Steps Out of Homelessness: Pictured left to right: John Paul Ramirez, John Maceri,
DeSeree Seja, Edward Seim and Lauren Konchan
services such as
psychological counseling,
for all of us to see; at other times they are
job coaching and tutoring to children
invisible and hidden in our midst. Social
and adults, all of which leads to greater
service programs are out there to help but
independence; Jovenes specifically works
there is also the need for each one of us
with homeless college students and provides
to treat the homeless with the dignity they
housing support so they can continue their
deserve. As people of faith, our simplest
education.
gesture can be experienced by another as a
great kindness and transformative moment.
“Pope Francis urges us to
If you are interested in watching the
create a culture of encounter.
recorded
series of sessions, visit the CSJ
We must go out and encounter
Center website where they can be viewed
each person and treat them as
online at www.lmu.edu/csjcenter.

children of God.”

The CSJ Center for
Reconciliation and
Justice Announces the
Recipients of the 2019
Hidden Hero Awards
Annually, the CSJ Center
and Hidden Heroes Advisory
Committee recognize LMU faculty,
staff, students and alumni - this
year adding a new category under
“community partner” - through an
award named “Hidden Heroes.”
The individuals and groups who are
nominated unassumingly exemplify
justice and reconciliation in their
lives and their work. Each awardee
will be honored through the telling
of their story in a dramatic narrative
with formal awards presented at the
conclusion of the performance.
The Recipients of the 2019
Hidden Heroes Recognition are:
• Stacy Barnes – Director of
Development, School of Film
and Television (Staff)
• Anna Harrison, Ph.D.
– Associate Professor,
Theological Studies (Faculty)
• Mimi Hoang, Ph.D. – Staff
Psychologist, Student
Psychological Services (Staff)
• Teresa Groth, DMJ
– Executive Director,
The Francisco Homes
(Community Partner)
• The North Family – Chris
’85, Julianne ’88 and Katie ’17
(Alumni)

SAVE THE DATE – The Hidden
Heroes Recognition Performance
and Award Ceremony will take place
on Saturday, November 2, 2019 at 2
p.m. in Murphy Hall with a reception
to follow in Dunning Courtyard.
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From the Director
by
Judith Royer, CSJ

Celebrating 50 Years of
Creative Possibilities
As we approach the end of the CSJ
Center’s sixth year on campus, I have taken
some time to reflect upon and celebrate how
the Center has responded to our mission
to bring together people of like minds and
action around issues of reconciliation and
justice. While we can never do enough in
the face of so many needs, we can work to
better “our corner of the sky” (Pippin). The
January 2019 Symposium, “Living on the
Edge: Causes, Consequences and Action,”
focused primarily on homelessness. Previous
symposia have addressed issues of health
and trauma, the arts that do justice, business,
labor and workers’ rights, human trafficking,
and migration/immigration. In the course
of these symposia, the Center has been
privileged to work with people from both
on and off campus, creating a rich network
of partners in mission. We are grateful for
these past and continued collaborations. This
year’s symposium featured speakers from our
community partners, such as John Maceri
from The People Concern and the Sisters of
St. Joseph of Orange Justice Center, as well as
representatives from campus organizations

St. Joseph’s Day 2019 - Pictured left to right: Joanna Carroll, CSJ, Judith Royer, CSJ, Mary Beth Ingham, CSJ, Timothy Law Snyder,
MaryAnne Huepper, CSJ and Maria Lai, CSJ

such as the LMU Food Pantry, LGBTQ Student
Services and Intercultural Initiatives, Center
for Service and Action, Campus Ministry, Jeff
Thies and the Institute of Business Ethics &
Sustainability and many more. The symposium
also featured presentations from the Center’s
Justice and Spirituality on Screen Committee,
CAST (Coalition to Abolish Slavery &
Trafficking) and the Collaborative Artists Bloc.
Three events especially reminded me of
the Center’s growing outreach both on campus
and to the greater Los Angeles community.
• It was a pleasure to partner once
again with our sister center, the
Marymount Institute and as part
of the Bellarmine Forum, on a
presentation of Crossing the Line
from the Poetic Justice Project, based
on one event in the life of longtime
peace activist, Denis Apel.
• We also hosted a presentation of
BEASTS, a new script from alumnus
Desean Terry’s community-based
theatre group, Collaborative Artists
Bloc, founded to support plays that
deal with themes of Black Lives
Matter.

•

We hosted the Director of
Development, Eric Hubbard, from
the Jovenes agency, which serves
homeless youth for “healthcare,
education, employment and trauma
recovery.” We have worked with
many wonderful advocacy agencies
over the past six years and were glad
to introduce LMU to this agency,
which demonstrates a successful
and right-minded approach to
solutions for youth homelessness.

Meanwhile, we look to year seven and
are now in the process of brainstorming and
planning for next year’s symposium -- with
the still loosely defined topic of “technology
and ethics.”
Additionally, we are celebrating the fact
that we are now a third of the way towards
our goal to fund an endowed scholarship for
a student outstanding in service with a focus
on social justice. All donations are welcome to
keep moving us toward our goal – visit our
Give to the Center page at www.lmu.edu/csj/.
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